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Xenoblade 2 heart to heart

Comments By Jaga Ursula, Tora, Ursula's Driver Kingdom of Uraya (Cobalt Cliffs) Not Quite Comfortable Yet is heart to heart Xenoblade Chronicles 2. Located on the cobalt cliffs of Uraya, the hotel is available after a holiday at harghalgh Inn in the village of Garfont. Completing this heart-to-heart opens Ursula's Level 1
Harmony Field Skill. Inn dialogue with Ursula ... Ursula's leader What's going on, Ursula? Ursula... Ursula driver, do you want to say something? Ursula There's somewhere... Ursula's leader somewhere? Ursula... Somewhere I'd like to go! Cobalt rocks! If it's all right with you... Introduction to Ursula leader Ursula, we
have come! That's the view you wanted to see, right? Aaaand we're here! This is the place you meant, isn't it, Ursula? This is where you wanted to come, right, Ursula? I think you wanted to watch or something. I think this is the place you were talking about, Ursula. You wanted to see the view here, if I remember? Ursula
That's right. Ursula driver ... Ursula... Tora Landscape really very nice. But did Ursula want to see something special? Ursula Um, yes. This. Tora Red Tree thing? Ursula Y-yes... It's a Saffronia tree. There's an old nursery for this tree... I've always liked it. Ursula driver Oh? Like a lullaby? You're pretty sensitive to music,
aren't you, Ursula. Oh, yes? I think the songs look like you. A kid's song, eh? Is there a musical on your street, huh? A children's song? You're very tuned in to music, Ursula. Ursula, I think. The thing is... something I'm drawn to. Tora That's a little weird. Tora never hears Ursula's tinge. Ursula only likes to listen to music?
Ursula Well, I like to sing, for sure. But I can... Nervous about people... Tora Ursula really is a very shy person, huh? He's got the eyes of the spectators. Ursula S-sorry... Ursula Driver (What should I say ...) Option 1 (Ursula Trust +900) Ursula Driver Do I make you nervous too? I'm not going to make you nervous, okay?
I'm not going to make you nervous, okay? Am I even going to amaze you? Ursula Ah? Tora That very brave question. Very good location. Ursula Whew, so it's not just me ... Tora Tora also want to know, though. How's Ursula really feeling? Ursula Erm... Ursula driver ... Ursula Ma... I don't know what you're doing. Ursula
driver ... Ursula, I don't like you or anything... But... It's a little hard for me to feel comfortable around you. I am sorry! Tora Ursula doesn't have to worry so much! When Tora first meets Rex-Rex and friends, Tora lose tongue and run out of words. It took me a long time to make friends! Ursula driver (This is... no how do I
remember it ...) I can't believe you did this. Of course you did.) (Does Tora pull our feet?) (How very unlike Tora ...) Ursula, so it took you a while? Maybe... I can get used to everyone in time. I... I really want to feel comfortable with everyone so we can enjoy the time together. Ursula's leader As long as you feel that way,
of course it works out! Don't worry, these things will take time. Hey, I'm sure it'll be okay if you want it so bad. I think it's just something you can't rush. Hey, calm down. It takes time to adapt in the manner of Zekenator. Just go with the flow. Let it happen. Some things can't be rushed. Ursula, you're very sincere, so I'm
sure you'll achieve your goal. No need to rush. Just take your time. Ursula OK! Option 2 (Ursula Trust +1000) Ursula Driver Do you play the instrument too? Are you playing any instruments? Hey, can you play the instrument? Do you play the instrument as well? Tora Tora bet Ursula can play any instrument! Ursula Um,
I'm not very good, but... I can play some. Tora More Than One?! Wow! What is the best tool? Ursula Maybe an organ? I also like lime... Tora Actually Tora can play Whispercorder! Nopon children forced to play from the age of about five years. Ursula Oh! I'd love to hear you play sometime. Tora Tora and Ursula should
make a duet! Ursula I'd like that. Tora actually poppi also play. May blow means trumpet! Fan-based lungs capable of incredible sustaining! Ursula This is amazing! Ursula driver (It seems like he has forgotten all about me ... But it's ok, as long as it seems to be fun. I hope that one day he can be this friendly with
everyone!) (Is it just me, or has he forgotten that I'm even here? But he seems to be having a good time. Maybe one day he'll have fun talking about music with the whole gang!) (You must be joking... Has he forgotten I'm even here? But, uh, it's okay. Looks like he's going to let himself go and blow himself up. Maybe one
day, he can just hang loose like this with us.) (He seems to be tuned out in my presence... But he seems to be relaxing and enjoying himself. That's a good thing. Maybe one day, he can share his musical interests with us.) The connection content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. in: Kingdom of
Tantal From Heart to Heart, Herald Heart-to-Hearts Comments Part of the Atonement is from heart to heart Xenoblade Chronicles 2. It is located in the ruins of the Theospit Temple in the Kingdom of Tantal. You have to look to open the Herald's Lv 2 Key Affinity. Introduction to Eulogimenos So, you have awakened the
closed Blade. Herald driver Your Majesty... Your Majesty... The old man... King Eulogimenos... Eulogimenos It's been quite some time since I last saw this place. We used to play here as kids. Herald leader ... Eulogimenos Tell me, do you know why the Theospiti Temple was destroyed? Herald driver I have no idea.
Better than me. I know it's been in ruins forever, but no one's ever told me why. I'm afraid i'm not. Eulogimenos That's because Blade went crazy. They say tera was so powerful that its leader couldn't control it. There was nothing anyone could do. The incident was resolved when the driver took his own life. With The
blade was sealed to its core crystal. A warning to future generations, it was buried in this temple where the tragedy occurred. The head of the Herald You mean the blade that went crazy is... Eulogimenos Your doubts are correct. That blade was the Herald. The Herald I don't remember the event, but I think it's true. At
times I feel something. Sort... Unlimited power, living inside me. Your Majesty, you can punish me as you see fit. Even if it means breaking my nuclear crystal into a thousand pieces and burying me for eternity. The Herald Leader (How should I respond to the Herald?) Option 1 (Herald Trust +900) Head of the Herald I
respect your decision. Herald Thank you. Well, Your Majesty. Eulogimenos Wait. I think it's too early to make a decision. And if legends tell the truth, then you, the Herald, could be a valuable asset in wars. Your Leader is a carrier of great capability and power. Above all, they have a relentless soul. And can we mention
that they're acting with Aegis? Your Leader today is very opposite your Leader yesteryear. You don't run wild. So I'm not here to close you down. No, I'm just asking you to be your power as you see fit, and that you serve your leader well. The Herald ... The Herald's leader, the Herald...? The Herald understands. If this is
what it takes to repent of my sins, so be it. Eulogimenos Dear, honey. Looks like it's going to take him a while to figure it out. Take care of him. Herald leader, of course. You can count on me! Course. You can count on me! Course. You can count on me! Leave it to me, Your Majesty. Option 2 (Herald Trust +1000) The
Herald Leader I'll keep you under control. Herald Rex... I'il keep you under control. The Herald Nia... I'il keep you under control. The Herald Zeke... I'il keep you under control. Herald Mòrag... Eulogimenos Ha ha! Just like I thought. Listen carefully, Herald. I think your driver trusts you deeply. And I trust your leader the
same way. Even if you remember the past, you don't have to focus on it. Don't be chained to the past. Get your leader's strength. That's all I'm asking. Herald But still, I have to atonement... Eulogimenos I understand how you feel, but you have to remember that there are many ways to make good your sins. Assisting a
leader in fierce battles is one such way. Herald You think so? Herald driver : Yes, we need you, Herald. Don't get trapped early. Come with us. We fight together. Yes, we need you, Herald. There's no point crying over the milk you've poured. Come with us. Fight us! Yes, we need you, Herald. What happened happened.
But now, we want you on our side. Come with us! That's right. We need you, Herald. The past is the past. You should leave it behind and fight next to us. The Herald ... Well. I'il try. Eulogimenos Do not worry. Whatever happens, remember: there is a respected leader next to you. Your Majesty... Thank you. Eulogimenos
Don't think about it. I expect great things from you. Tantal's heart-to-heart connection content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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